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Project Overview 

My Role - Project Manager 

The first boutique hotel out of the many hotel offerings in the 

surrounding area of Chicago O’Hare airport. The concept of 

The Rose, a 165-room new build property was to convey to the 

visitor “where classy meets edgy”. The designer was inspired by 

photos of the colorful, floating umbrella art installation at the 

famous Ágitagueda art festival in Portugal. 

When the project began it was pitched and quoted by the 

previous LightArt project manager, who had left prior to my 

hire. So after a bit of detective work and further conversations 

with the sales rep and designer, I was able to piece together the 

constraints and design intent desired for the project. 

The umbrella fixtures were and still are unlike any custom 

sculptural light fixture LightArt created before, which posed 

unique challenges and opportunities to learn how to motivate 

my teammates to collaboratively bring to life - a one-of-a-kind, 

interactive, light sculpture installation. 

(Photos Above Credit: Erin Hooley) 
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Project Process Details 

Initially the specifier had explored only white lamp light 

and no bottom diffuser to hide the lamps, prior to the 

project coming across my desk. Since the scope of the 

project had changed I now needed to revise the quote 

and provide pricing as close as possible to the initial cost 

that had been factored into the overall building lighting 

budget. 

On few past projects had LightArt created RGB/RGBW 

light fixtures, in those past cases only one previous very 

large and expensive project had an outside vendor been 

hired to create the programming and installation 

necessary for the color changing lighting. Being 

someone who loves light and colors, this was a challenge 

I was up for and I began exploring cost effective ways 

and the details of programming/operation of RBG LED 

lighting. Luckily, LED technology was rapidly advancing 

and to my benefit I was able to find, order, and hands on 

explore what would be the best option for the end user. 

After many conversations, internally with outside 

vendors, my internal design development team and 

fabricators, and the specifier I narrowed down the LED 

lamp choice to the Philips hue. Now the task was to 

procure all of the lamps and understand how best the 

end user could operate the lighting based upon their 

described needs - whether that was in the Philips Hue 

app or … another compatible app that I discovered. 



Project Process Details 

I enjoy researching and learning, especially when I 

need to have detailed knowledge of the solution I 

am proposing to a specifier and then communicating 

the solution to an installer who has not seen or 

installed anything like a light fixture umbrella before. 

I have found that having detailed shared 

communication verbally, in writing, and in visual 

images ensures that there is a collective 

understanding and makes my life a lot easier 

throughout the final stages of the process. 

During this project I was able to attend an LED 

specifier summit in Seattle and learn more about 

RGB programmable/addressable LED’s and 

additional lighting and technology trends. I was able 

to put my compare and contrast details, findings, 

and explanation of the systems into drawings and a 

presentation that I provided to the internal Project 

Management team, Design Developers, and Lighting 

Lab. 

Photo 1. A slide from my presentation showing the 

capabilities of the two RGBW + hub systems. 

Photo 2. An additional slide showing what would be 

necessary for a programmable system if LED light 

strips were selected. The DMX adapter would require 

software on the iPad, to act as the controller to tell 

the LED strip(s) what color codes to change to (and 

timing rate if motion color changing is required).
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Above: First prototype failure, after Shop Manager overriding decision to reduce 

production time and not use 2-part mold. Creating poor seaming and light leak. 

Above Left: My initial sketch, showing design intent 

details with initial tab seam construction concept for the 

client to approve + for communicating to LightArt 

fabricators. Design changes were ultimately made.

Above: Success, the 2-part mold created the correct compound curves 

needed for the umbrella shape, alternating lap joints with clear rivets (to 

reduce the shadow) necessary to attach and create the full shade shape.

Above: Second prototype with the light off, 

specifier decided on white powder coated handle. 

Above: Second prototype with the light on, showing 

how the white opal bottom diffuses the 3 lamps light.



Project Process Details 

I collaborated with an outside 

developer to create the files for the 

5-axis routing machine to create 

the 2-part (male/female) mold. The 

mold was necessary for forming the 

two complex curves, which would 

allow for shade continuity in each 

of the (10) pieces to overlap, rivet, 

and fit together seamlessly. 
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Below: The final approved quote details - the mock up was approved by specifier, so the studio ended up making 11 fixtures to meet up with the 12th fixture on-site. 
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Obstacles 

Luckily the Philips Hue hub system would allow a 

maximum of 50 lamps to connect to one system, 

being that there were (3) lamps per fixture, (12) 

fixtures in all, so all (36) lamps would work on this 

system. I testing out the functions of the Philips Hue 

app, I found that it made sense for a residential 

application, however it did not meet the functions I 

was seeking based upon the end users needs. 

The end user wanted to be able to change the lights 

for events, holidays, etc. and wanted it to have the 

ability to have the colors change based upon 

selecting specific fixtures, color schemes, or how the 

time based color changing occurred. In my continued 

search for an already existing app that met these 

needs, I found the iConnectHue compatible app. The 

app was easy to set up, had a variety of functions 

that were easy to use, various color schemes and 

animations available, and settings that could be set-

up to run during specific times of the day. 

Discovering the iConnectHue app was the silver 

lining in this project, as it was easy for me to explain 

to the installer for set-up and the end user(s) (hotel 

staff) for daily use. I usually gauge if a project is a 

success in how little or many calls I receive after the 

fixture is shipped. Only one phone call from the 

installer to verify details regarding the installation of 

the router and verifying the device the hotel would 

be using to control the fixtures.
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Project Takeaways 

- There are solutions to any problem, do the research, 

learn something new, consult outside sources, and 

determine the best solution and make sure everyone is 

on board with that decision to move forward. 

- Sometimes it takes extra convincing to get all parties 

on the same page and in agreement, taking a little 

extra work to get over hurdles in design challenges - 

such as convincing the operations manager that a 2-

part mold was necessary. 

- Document learning to create a presentation and team 

reference tool, for ease in accessing information for 

future projects. 

- Managing specifier expectations were a challenge in 

this project. Helping them to understand why extra 

time and additional costs were added when they 

decided to change the scope of the initial design 

intent. The result, was a pleased specifier and end user 

who would need to know how to operate and maintain 

the unique umbrella fixtures. 

- Although, this project took extra time outside of the 

office, it was well worth it for a learning experience. 

Additionally, it brought the internal teams of the 

LightArt studio together and people had fun with the 

fixtures when we could all see the light at the end of 

the tunnel with this project. 


